Plasmon resonant arrays or meta-surfaces shape both the incoming optical field and the local density of states for emission processes. They provide large regions of enhanced emission from emitters and greater design flexibility than single nanoantennas. This makes them of great interest for engineering optical absorption and emission. Here we study the coupling of a single quantum emitter, a selfassembled semiconductor quantum dot, to a plasmonic meta-surface. We investigate the influence of the spectral properties of the nanoantennas and the position of the emitter in the unit cell of the structure. We observe a resonant enhancement due to emitter-array coupling in the far-field regime and find a clear difference from the interaction of an emitter with a single antenna.
Plasmon resonant nanoparticles enable propagating light fields to be converted into localized energy and vice versa 1, 2 . Due to this property they are called optical antennas. Optical antennas allow the impedance between a subwavelength light source, such as a semiconductor quantum dot (QD), and free space to be matched, resulting in increased emission [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Optical antennas also enable the radiation pattern to be shaped 9, 10 and the polarization of the emission to be modified 11, 12 , making them an interesting tool to control light-emission from single quantum emitters.
In order to significantly modify the spontaneous decay of a quantum emitter using optical antennas, the emitter has to be placed in the near-field of the plasmonic nanostructure. For quantum emitters buried in a substrate such as self-assembled semiconductor quantum dots or nitrogen-vacancy centers in a diamond crystal this requires the emitters to be placed very close to the substrate surface. This often results in degradation of the optical properties of the emitters due to surface states 13, 14 . Additionally, the plasmonic nanostructure has to be positioned or fabricated with extremely high spatial accuracy with respect to the quantum emitter, which is often challenging [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . A promising alternative to optical antennas to control light emission from emitters that may resolve these challenges is optical metasurfaces [20] [21] [22] . Here plasmonic antennas are arranged in arrays [23] [24] [25] that allow controlling the spatial distribution of the amplitude, polarization, and phase of the electromagnetic field with subwavelength spatial resolution 26 . In plasmonic nanoantenna arrays there exist large regions of enhanced emission and absorption in the unit cells of the array, so that position dependence of the coupling is less critical 27, 28 . This could be highly desirable for plasmonic emission enhancement for organic optoelectronic devices and other thin film structures. In this study we investigate the coupling of single self-assembled semiconductor quantum dots to arrays of plasmon resonant nanoantennas. We observe modifications of the emission when the optical resonance of the array is tuned to the emission energy of the emitters, and demonstrate enhanced emission for quantum dots placed in the array outside of the near-and intermediate-zones of the plasmonic antennas.
SCIentIFIC RepoRtS | (2018) 8:3415 | DOI:10.1038/s41598-018-21664-8 of 100 μm × 100 μm, containing approximately 5 × 10 3 quantum dots. The period of the array is 250 nm in the transverse direction of the nanorod antennas and 320 nm or 330 nm in the longitudinal direction (see Fig. 1b ). For the quantum dot emission energy (wavelength ≈ 760 nm) these subwavelength periods result in only evanescent grating orders for the [1, 0] and [0,1] array directions in the air half space. The smallest plasmonic antennas have in-plane dimensions of 50 nm and 82 nm (aspect ratio 1.6). We vary the aspect ratio of the nanorods to tune the longitudinal plasmon resonance of the array from 1.7 eV to below 1.4 eV as illustrated by the dark-field scattering spectra shown in Fig. 1c . Here the incident s-polarized light has the electric field along the long axis of the antennas, so that only the longitudinal plasmon oscillation is excited. Full-field simulations using a finite-element method based solver (Comsol Multiphysics) show that this excitation is the fundamental dipolar mode. For the incident polarization along the transverse direction we observe no resonances close to the spectral position of the quantum dot emission. We finally note that the gold nanorods, and thus the arrays' [1,0] ([0,1]) directions are aligned with the [110] ([1-10]) substrate crystal directions, respectively, and thus with the transition dipoles of the quantum dots ( Fig. 1a ). This has the advantage that the coupling of the two independent excitonic transition dipoles to the modes of the antenna arrays can be investigated.
In photoluminescence images of quantum dot ensembles the emitted power shows only small differences between the sample area with and without optical antennas as seen in Fig. 2a . We therefore turn to polarization resolved experiments and make use of the fact that the response of the plasmonic array is strongly polarization-dependent. We consider changes in the degree of linear polarization DOLP of the quantum dot luminescence, defined as Figure 2b shows the DOLP for the same region from where the intensity data (s res + s nres ) of Fig. 2a is acquired. We now observe significant changes in the emission due to the coupling to the plasmonic array that results in increased emission of the exciton with its transition dipole moment along the longitudinal direction.
To investigate the influence of the detuning of the plasmonic nanoantenna resonance with respect to the quantum dot emission we record photoluminescence images (integrated intensity from 1.570 eV to 1.656 eV) of the plasmonic arrays and include an area of the neighboring unpatterned region to act as reference in the images (right and left sides of 2a,b, respectively). We analyze the recorded images by first excluding pixels where the intensity is below a threshold value and which correspond to detector dark counts. We then calculate the DOLP for the remaining pixels and represent the data obtained in this way as (normalized) histograms. Figure 2c shows the data for the array that is resonant with the exciton transition. Compared to the distribution of the reference area without plasmonic nanoantennas we observe a significant change in the shape of the histogram. The coupling between the quantum dot exciton and the plasmonic mode results in quantum dots that have a DOLP differing significantly from the reference emitters that display almost no polarization anisotropy 29, 30 .
To quantify the change in the DOLP distributions we calculate, for arrays with different resonance energies, the excess positive and negative values of the DOLP compared to a reference sample as first moments of the positive and negative parts of the DOLP distribution (see supporting information for more detailed information). Figure 2d shows the dependence of these excess values on the detuning of the nanoantenna array resonance from the quantum dot emission. We note that the excess positive values of DOLP closely follow the resonance of the plasmonic structure while the negative values are almost independent of the properties of the nanoantenna array. We next interpret these results based on simulations and position-resolved measurements of the DOLP.
Individual quantum dots in resonant array: Position-resolved interaction.
Let us now turn to the position-dependent coupling of a single quantum dot to the plasmonic array. We use the characteristic topography feature above each quantum dot to determine the position of quantum dots with respect to the plasmonic array 19 . We show color-coded DOLP values for 43 quantum dots as a function of position on the left side of Fig. 3a . The colored rings represent experimental data for different quantum dot positions. As the optical properties of the self-assembled quantum dots and the optical antennas exhibit narrow ensemble distributions, the results for all structures are visualized in one plot. The radius of the ring corresponds to 11 nm, which is the worst case estimate for the accuracy with which we can determine the position (see ref. 16 ). Here the quantum dot positions are plotted in a quadrant of the unit cell of the array. The position-resolved measurements point to the coupling mechanism: Beside the antenna we observe a suppression of emission for the resonant polarization signal of the y-dipole due to quenching together with an increase of emission for the transverse polarization (x-dipole) and therefore low values of DOLP. The small enhancement of the x-dipole is likely due to coupling to the transverse plasmon, which however is significantly detuned from the quantum dot emission. As both effects depend only weakly on the element length (longitudinal resonance) the excess negative part of the DOLP histogram is almost independent of the spectral position of the array resonance (see Fig. 2d ). The positive DOLP originates from enhanced emission from quantum dots located in the corners of the unit cell furthest away from the antennas. We compare the position-resolved experimental data to simulations. The simulated data is obtained by using the Lorentz reciprocity theorem 31 . The theorem relates the electric fields radiated by dipoles placed at the position of the quantum dot and detector at these locations. We can in this way deduce the detected intensity of a dipole emitter as a function of its relative position to a plasmonic structure 19 . We obtain the DOLP by taking the two orthogonal polarizations of the quantum dot transition dipoles into account. The right plot in Fig. 3a shows the simulated DOLP distribution. We observe good agreement between the experiment and theory. More insight is gained by looking at the difference in the DOLP distribution for a single antenna and an array as shown in Fig. 3b . We find that the differences in the distributions are insignificant for near-field coupling while there are significant differences for larger separations between antenna and emitter. In the diagonal [1, 1] direction at a distance more than 50 nm away from the antenna intermediate-and far-field coupling is dominant and we obtain enhanced emission of the polarization parallel to the resonant array direction of up to a factor of approximately two (data not shown here). For the intermediate-field coupling along the resonant [0,1] array direction the emission is suppressed. See also Fig. S3 in supplementary information. 
Discussion
In summary, we have studied the coupling of single semiconductor quantum dots to an array of rod-shaped plasmonic nanoantennas. We observe a polarization anisotropy of the emission that is dependent on the spectral position of the plasmon resonance with respect to the narrow-band quantum dot emission. The coupling-induced polarization change can be separated into wavelength-independent and resonant components: The former is a decrease of the emission polarized along the plasmon oscillation for quantum dots within the near-and intermediate-zones of the antenna. The latter is a resonant increase of the emission for quantum dots further away from the plasmonic rod. Using full-wave simulations we demonstrate that the resonantly enhanced emission originates from coupling of the exciton in the quantum dot to plasmons in the array. For a single antenna the long-range enhancement is lacking.
We show a strongly position and resonance dependent polarization anisotropy which originates from the interaction in different field regimes. Our work demonstrates a novel approach to enhance emission from self-assembled semiconductor quantum dots using plasmonics. Quenching of emission present in near-field coupling is avoided when using plasmonic nanoantenna arrays. This enables increasing the emission and controlling the polarization and radiation pattern using suitably designed nanoantenna metasurfaces. By making use of dielectric metasurfaces the large absorption present in plasmonic structures can be avoided [20] [21] [22] . Our work shows that nano-antenna arrays are an alternative to single optical antennas to enhance and control the emission of single quantum emitters with the potential of greater flexibility in design and possibly lower losses.
Methods
Growth of GaAs quantum dots. The emitters are epitaxially grown using molecular beam epitaxy and are located at a depth of 21 nm inside the semiconductor crystal enabling coupling to plasmonic structures fabricated on the sample surface. The strain-free quantum dots 32 Fabrication of plasmonic nanoantenna arrays. The plasmonic nanoantennas are fabricated on the sample surface using electron beam lithography. We first spin coat a 200 nm thick double layer PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate) resist where the bottom layer is more sensitive than the 50 nm thick top layer. This results in an undercut of the resist after development, assisting lift-off. The resist is exposed with 20 kV electrons and developed followed by metal deposition by thermal evaporation. Here we use a 3 nm thick chromium layer for improved adhesion followed by 30 nm gold. A lift-off process removes the excess metal. We have previously shown that the optical properties of the quantum dots are not modified in this process 19 .
Optical measurements. The photoluminescence was measured in a home-built low-temperature laser-scanning confocal microscope. The samples were cooled down to 10-15 K in a liquid helium flow-cryostat. The numerical aperture of the objective used in the experiments was 0.7 and the polarization of the incident light is set to the transverse direction of the rod-shaped antennas. A full sketch of the setup is shown in Fig. S1 of the supplementary information.
Finite element simulations. The simulations were carried out using a finite element solver (Comsol Multiphysics). Full details about the simulations are given in the supplementary information.
Data availability. The datasets generated and analysed during the current study are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
